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Abstract
The proportion of traffic that can be attributed to Web robots, which are software agents that automatically
submit HTTP requests to Web systems around the world without any human intervention, has risen to
staggering levels - from only 20% of all requests just a decade ago to over 60% of traffic across a swath of
public Web systems. This sharp rise is precipitated by the proliferation of Web 3.0 technologies that
encourage users to share in-the-moment thoughts, observations, and social information, which has virtually
only instantaneous value to many organizations. Web servers, however, are not prepared to handle this large
(and unlikely to ever decrease) volume of robot traffic. This is because the performance optimizations that
Web servers critically rely on to offer high QoS are based on behavioral and statistical expectations about
human-generated Web traffic, which robots do not exhibit. Robots may thus be quietly dragging down the
performance and scalability of Web servers, clusters, and clouds across the world.
This talk will present our recent work on curtailing the negative effects of Web robot traffic by
understanding, preparing, and protecting Web servers from their requests. It will present: (i) an analysis of
behavioral and statistical similarities and differences between robots and humans on Web servers across
many domains (academic, e-business, digital archive); (ii) a novel approach for detecting Web robot traffic,
both offline and in real-time, with high accuracy and low false positive rates; and (iii) preliminary results
from an experimental, promising predictive Web caching algorithm to service both human and robot traffic.
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